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ABSTRACT
1

This paper explores possible answers to the question
of why more social science research is not applied to the solution of
current prOblems. A series of interviews in several cities with 45
peO'ple, including members of city/government and university
administrators and .faculty, protided the data for this study. In
particular, the work of the Urban Observatory Program in selected
cities was observed. The program's goals are to promote and
coordinate urban research by universities which will relate to urbail

problems and to make the results of this research available to local
governments. Some of the significant obstacles to the implementation
of social science reselatch carried. out by universities'in the
solution of urban problems are (1). the differences in organization,
philosophy, and methodology between universities and the city
governments which are the subjects of the research; (2) 'the

theoretical nature of some types of research; (3) the poor
methodology used for some research; and (4) apathy and bureaucratic
red tape on the part of the city governments and universities.
Suggested methods to insure better implementation of research
projects include a minimum five-year tenure for university programs
and better communication between participants in cooperative
projects..(Author/BK)
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Why Much Social'Science Research is Not Implemented

In recent years thousands of dollars have been spent in social science

related research. Some of the findings of this research have been imple- .

rented but a great many of theth have not been carried out. :This paper seeks

to discover reasons why some social science research is not implemented.

In days of inflation end shrinking budgets it is important that this topic

he explored.. When studies 'that have not been implemented line the shelves

of..goftrnment officials who have authorized money for then, these officials

are hesitant to provide mire money for similar studies. Accountability

means
.
that"money and -time spent on studies be more adequately used. Appro-

priate findings and/or re'commen'dations should be given serious, consideration

by thosein a position to put them .into effect.

-A_ survey of the literatlfre reveals that _little time has. been spent

iwdiscoverinz and "analyzing thereasons for this lack of implementation.

14f." William O. FendletCm is a program officer in the office of Urban and

Metropolitan DevelOpment at the Ford Foundation. He suggested in 1974

tharprelminary evaluation of a multimillion-dollar investment of the

'Foundatiob iff piogrems to help universities become involved in urban problems

throtigh research has not produced any.stapAng.breakthroughs. These

.

programs.had not helped ip our understanding of how cities operate, what

makes them grow;or wither; what produces conflict or harmony, and what

the keys are to successful government, citizen participation, and efficient
e

. ,

delivery of prvices: It would seem that the research efforts stimulated
- ...

by this vast amount of moneyhas produced only mole hills when mountains_
.
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viight have been expected. The Ford Foundation has turn&} its efforts lio

'""

C

more productive areas bf investment partly as'a result of this-Aismal

failure:

A report was prepared for the National Tiitute of Miniii-aalth in

1969 by the HumamInteraction Research Institute in Los Angeles,tlifarnia

tnvest-i-gatagresea-r-c. h- t. I

1,

that little effort or syStematic study is being carr' on to fulfill the

expectation that the new knowledge, insights and techniqu s being produced

will be applied in action for the benefit of people or will be Gloss- validated

through further demonstration and evaluation.

Even though one can cite many instances in which research'is implemented

the question still remains, "Why is not more social science research imple-

mented?" ,To expldre the possible answers to this question the writer studied

the work of the Urban Observatory Program. in several cities and observed

-

the work in several other cities in)which such a program'has not been established:*

During May and June of 1975 he visited the following cities'in which the

Urban Observatory Program has been established: Denver, Coloi,ado; Kansas

City, Missouri; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Nashville, Tennessee. Cities

visited that did not have' this program were Pueblo, Colorado; Amarillo,
4er

Texas; Dallas, Texas; Corpus Christie, Texas and Huntington, West Virginia.

The Urban Observatory PiOgram was established in 1969 by the National

League of Cities in cooperation with the Department -ofifousing and Urban.

Development and the Office"of Education of the DepartNent ofilealth, Education

and Welfare, The three basic objectives give a clue concerning the unique

aspects of this program. 1. To facilitate making available, to'local

gdvernments, university resources useful for

understanding and solving particular urban ,

and metropolitan problems.



2. To advance a codfdinatedprogran of continuing

urban research, grounded in practical experience

-and application, relevant to urban management,

- -huran resources, and -urban environmental and

developmental problems, to a number of different

areas and communities.

3. To advance university capabilities to relate

research and training activities more effect-

ively to urban concerns and the conditions

of urban living.

(For a more detailed analysis of the Urban Observatory Program see "Urban

Research and Urban Policy- Making, an Observatory Perspective"- by F. William

Heiss. Bureau of Governmental Research and Service, University of COlorado,

Boulder, Colorado, 1974).

- The data and information gathered for this paper was collected through

a series of interviews in the cities visited. A variety of persons were

interviewed including staff and Board members of the Urban Observatory Pro-

grams, city council members, city staff members selected from those working
. .

with the University Observatory Program and members of University administra-

4
t -ions and faculties who had worked with the University ObServatory programs.

To secure the information, a total of forty-five ,persons were interviewed. *. -I.

I
.,

Before leaving on
4

trip a visit wdth Mr, LaWrencedlilliams of the National
,

.4..
1r-'

- 4. 000000 -,4444. . ...,

League of Cities staff gage the writer valuable information about the total
17.4

.
;/t . . - i''

Urban Observatory Program and some insights into5thie operation of the several

programs to be visited. Since the purpose °U.-the study was to assess the

experience of the varous University Observatory programs there was no attempt

to gather statistical data about each program. In the limited space. available

only two things will be attempted. First, the' description oR prolilems faced

AM.
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which make implementition difficult. Second, suggestions for. avoiding

and/or solving these problems growing out of the experiences of those

participating in the various University Oservatcfry programs.

The problems encountered in a program designed to promote cooperative

research between city officials and university staff members were many and

varied. Fortunately some possible solutions to these problems have been

found. Some of the more'significant problems and solutions are as follows.

1. Two different systems of organization, philosophy and methodology are

involved. These differences often create problems in research and

implementation which have been difficult to resolve.

a. _Universities basically operate on either the quarter or the semester

time schedule:.
4 Holflays do not coincide with those of the city.

....

)

Both faculty and students are locked into this rather rigid way of

life. For faculty members to have time for research activities a
/W.

great deal of advanced notice is necessary on-most campuses, at

least a semester or quarter. To have time,off the faculty member

needs enough outside money which can be put into the

university, budigpt.to hire a substitute teacher. Many universities
,\

place a limIt on the number and kinds of activities a faculty member

a
can engage ink while teaching a Eull load. Graduate students need

4
a similar amount of lead time as they plait their work.

The city officials often need more-flexibility with time and

money than, the university system allows under normal circumstances.

Problems arise that need immediate attention, even in a well-organ-
!'

ized planning department of a city. Next semester may be too late.

b. To secure the necessary flexibility of time and honey several univer-

sities have established a special Institute orfCenter. It is able

to represent the university and has'provisionis for helping make

6
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available neede&personnel for cooperative prcijects. These

Institutes or Centers have a great variety in size and budget, from

one part time person to twenty-two staff members, Budgets vary

from $5,000.00 to over $1,000,000.00. Through/these administrative

agencies the university can negotiate contracts, make-long range

plans, discover needed personnel and act as an- interpreter between

/:
the two systems represented by the university and,the city.

-The failure. to recognize the different needs, unique character-

./

istics and ways of working of these two systems /has created frustration,

suspicion and fairure in the attempt to do cooperative research.

2.. The type of research that is being done is relatedto the particular

problems of implemeptation.

a. Theoretical Studies

In this research no implementable findings or recommendations

are always produced.' The purpose of such studies may be to test

hypotheses, assemble infdimation about particular topics or to detei-

mine whether there is need for futher research which might lead to

suggestionsifoechange or action.

b. General Background Studies

.Often it is important to gather and interpret information from

a wide variety of sources for the purpose of understanding particular

and specific problems. Such studies would include those which would

desctibe the historical background of a-city or problem within a

city, assembling of information to more precisely describe ari, issue,

or a description of the physical layout of a"city.

c. Specific ProblewAnalysis

Implicit in this-kind of research is the need for specific

.
recommendations for action which will result in change or changes.
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-Usually tlfe findings imply a:variety of ways of adjusting societal

'structures and individual or group attitudes. .

d. Studies designed to experiment with and evaluate methods of solving

particular problems.

These studies are usually highly specific and desi

duce"concrete findings and recommendations. Alternativdt solutions

ed to- pro-

are often stiggeited with the positive and negative conse uences of

each alternative.

Confusion is often caused by not recognizing or using the simple class-

ification of research suggested above. Studies vary greatly in their

purposes, methodology and end products. Therefore, expectations may or

may not be realistic or achieved.

3. Research- ay be ill-conceived, using poor methodology with no agreement

upon the desired product.

In one instance the city officials went to the university personnel

/.
and asked theM to do a research job. The contract was signed with a

minimum of consultation. The' university people did the research with no

further-consultation. A year later they retu ned with what they thought

was the desired report only to find that the city officials were highly

critical, disappointed and angry..

In another situation there was continual conversation and dialogue

between the city officials and the university personnel. Potential

_problems were identified and solved before the problems became critical.

Honest criticism was possible in these creative discussions because

mutual trust and understanding had been developed by both groups'. The

project had become "our" project and not "your" project. Continual con- .

sulyetion between the cooperating parties helps produce well conceived

8
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projects and projects with adequate methodology which is understood

andsharpenedthroughcriticaldiscussAcns. The end-product is one

, that-is understood and agreed to by city officials. They are then in

-a mood and position to push for its implementation. Because of the

manner in which the study was produceA many studies sit idle on municipal

book shelves. Implementation will not take lace without acceptance

and understandinby city. officials.

4. Some suggestions and recommendation* are not implemented because:

a. They cost too much" money.

In these days of inflation and shrinking city budgets it is wise

to have a series of recommendations costing varying amounts. Hope-
.

fully, one will be possible to carry out within the budget of the

city.

b. The recommendations that come out.of.the hallowed halls and ivor$,

),,towers are opposed by a variety of vested interests'

In one instance this possibility was anticipated and the Wording

c.

and explanation of the recommendations did much to make them accept-
,

able. Often no amount of careful working will obviate this. difficulty.

nib recommendations are in direct opposition to the concerns of the

.,power structure of the city. Lack of implementation may result

tiut ,the recommendations may produce discussion which. often is helpful.

,one,is concerned.

on

for

for

Implementation usually is hard and costly irk, Unless some

pushes, the easiest thing is for

otten:, When this happens, it is

rthcr4tudies from city officials.

e. The pe SonsAsponsible, have no ideas concerning

ancf rec endOions can be iMplemented." "It sounds greskt and readg

the study to be shelved and

more difficult-to secure support

9
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well, but what dO I do with it? How can it be translated into tity_.

ordinahces?" These were the questions. of a busy, perceptive city

c6uncilman who took a great deal 'of time to read the studies pro-

duced by his Urban Observatory program. "We need to have some one

who-can translatelthese findings and recommendations into language

and ideas that we 1can use in -the busy life that we live. We have

a part-time job an neither the competence:nor the tide --to do the

necessary work of

C

ranslation."

THIS NOTE WAS SOUNDED IN MANY DIRFERENT WAYS. THE PROBLEM OF LACK

OF UTILIZATION IS I GREPO' PART A PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

THE TWO SYSTEMS REPRESENTEDrBY THE CITY AND THE UNIVERSITY.

We need to develop multidisciplinary specialists who can perform

this service of interp tation if we are to recieve more practical

use from the research d llar.

5. All of the time, money and a art is spent on producing the research

'with none left for implementation.

"We must plan for implemen ation as a part. of the total research

job", was a frequent comment by ether city and university people. ,

Rentation is almost an afterthoug t. No one is assigned the responsifiility

to follow through and therefore it falls between offices with nothing

done. Buiy people who are already Verburdened rarely have41fe
-

energy or authority to pick up on th implementation of a:research pro-

ject. When it has been completed--de ivered and paid/forit ii often

forgotten. Lack of implementation is ten by default and not by design.
.

6. Timing is crucial in the implementation f.rpstarch. In rapidly changing

1 times the problem that has given-rise to he project has either becomd

obsolete or has been forgotten. The 5 ods af-the moment pass quickly.

,

1 0
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Long term projects. find it difficult4to maintain interest and-concern.

lyou don't strike while the iron ;is hot--forget his seems .

..,..

,

to be the attitude often found. _This, of course varies with the

nature of the project and how it is interpreted.

7. The bureaucratic rec(tape of both the city and the university create

problems for implemen4tion. Some of these arise because of the difficulty
. ow

to place authority andIesponsibility. More'often tl'n not these are

not pl#ced in the same person oroffice. Limited budgets are problems.

4

Public relations in dealing with controversial topfcs often becomeS a

problem. Pilo one wants to claim the baby--to say nothing of implementing

its recommendations'.. Univeksity people retreat to the ivory towers and

city people busy themselves in getting reelected.) Fru tratiOns-of all

kinds were shared growing out of unn ssary paper work, lack of recog-

nition of research by university administrators, problems

increasing publication coss, doing research within the con-

8.

. -

arising from

cept ratherthan.a-pirt ofpne'S job:, etc.

The frequent changes in personnel.in both the university' and the city

staff-is a very, common problem.

Relationships and trust that are developing often disappear as

people change positions. Verbal agreements of cooperation leave ith

the people involved. Phasing out of departments and program 'empha es

often leave the research out in the cold. Changing or modifying institu-

tional goals may change the ability of a university to respond to re-

quests. A new president in a small university, often means' neW Concerns

and budgetary arrangements. A new mayor or members of a city council

often means ashift away from research and its. implementation. It is

strange how a few key people leaving can completely change the atmosphere,

willingness and ability to do cooperative research and carry out its findings.

11
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9. The target gioup of-the study-is not interested in eing helped.

A large number,of citizen 'involvment studies have been carried

--, outin connection with the Urban Observatory Prbgram. In-some instances

z.

it has been very difficult to get the citizens involved in situations

that have been analred. For some years, research projects, have tried

to-discover the key ingredients which effect citizen participation. .

Progtess has been made in limited. areas but public apathy has proven

to be_a very ,difficult subject to analyze. Its cau es are many an,

varied and the solutions'seem to be illuSive. Diva's ions with several

authors of these studies revealed that while some progress has been

made, few sure-fir. panaceas have been discovered. It seems tdkbe much

easier to isolate causesfor non-involvment than to recommend solutions.
1

Studies of low income persons and their lack of participation *have 'been

4....

particularly difficult. "They just don't seem
./.

to want to change and

tp participate," is a frequent comment.

-/'
10. Unrealist,kc expectation on the part of both university and city'officials

.has proven to be a handicap. in the. implementation of much social science

research.

Some city officials have had little background in working with

research findings. They tend to expect a job to be compfete&quickly,

easily and dieaply. Unrealistic time involvement concepts lead.to expect-

ations that cannot be fun-filled: Often it is expected that students can

do Mt work, with little or no compensation by getting class credit for

. 1:24. work done. Part-time commitments are always difficult to control. The

problem of conducting a valid study frequently is rpisunderstood.by city

"officials.

12.



Some problems have been identified which are related to non -imp ementa-;e1

tion of res arch the social sciences. In previous comments some of the

solutions hat have beeri discovered are suggested. During the interviews

helpful suggestions were given in response to the question "What could be

done to insure more and better implementation of research projects?" Many

of the answers coincide with suggestions made by Mr. William C. Pendleton

ina recent talk "University/City Relations Revisited" and in the study pre-

pared by'the Duman Interaction Research rnstitute mentioned earlier in the

paper. Drawing from these three sources in addition to the writer's ekper-

ience in the field the following positive-suggestions are offered. Possibly

they will be helpful, especially those in smaller universities and colleges

who would like to work with their colleagues downtown even without a formal-

lied program such as the University Observatory Program. The fact that these

suggestions may seem obvious ,to many who are already experienced research
.

does not.mean that they are not important,. --_Often the obviou+s the last thing,

to be done. Host of these suggestions apply to both university and city per-

1. A focus for the.concern for research needs to be established with a minimum

provision &Or personnel 'and budget.

2. A five.year tenure of the,research program, at least, is important. With-

out some stability of program it is difficult to developyositive exper-
..

idlice and an output that will prove useful and implementable.

3. The participants in a cooperative project should take time to get acquainted

with each other a profesSionals and as human beings. This should occur in

formal and inforwl settings. As the project progresses and as differ-

ences and misunderstandings occur the time spent becoMes important., Fre-

quent and regular consultation's during the - project pay off in many. ways

":13- 4
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to insure that the recommendations_ are implementable

. ,

4. Recognize and allow for the-differences in the two systems. Often

I
these differences can be reconciled and overcome. At least they should

- be understood and faced frankly:

S. Realize that probably not all of the needed research projects cap best

be done by university personnel. Often an outside consulting firm hi's

a more flexible time schedule,and the technical competence that is not

available at a university. The city officials should carefully consi-

def their alternatives.

6. Implementation should be considered as an important part of the total

research, project. Provision should be made for it in personnel and the

budget.

7'. One of the frequent problems causing lack of understanding. of the meaning.'

and implicationS of research' projects is fe ical terminology... The

study should be written as far a possible in non - technical language.

What is appropriate for a profepsional.journal is not, appropriate for=

the average city council;

8. The necessafy role of inter;retation of the study must be given serious

consideration. The writer fouhd a number of persons on the.staff of

1
cities who had formerly been on the staff of a university and had an

1

under4tanding of the problems of communication between the
,

two grlups.
.

They were most helpful in'interpreting,the different needs, problems,

'concepts- and ways of working found among city and university people.

9. University people (both professors and students) cannot be expected to

work for nothillg. 'There is wide disagreement on what constitutes appro-
,

priate.charges. Overhead demanded by Aiv6rsities often present a real ,

problem to cities With limited budgets.
i w
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10. The various sterotypes and images of "university" people and "politicians"

have to betvercome if creative work is to be done and implemented. Not

'all universalpeopie are "egg heads" and not all politicians and civic

I

servants have theit"hand in.the till." People in government often view

the academic as a miracle worker. These and the many other erroneous

.concepts have helped prevent the implementation of much valuable research.

11. It is important to recognize that academics seek answers that are true

and general; city officials need answers that are specific and will work.

University people get recogni41tion through publications-while city leaders

are judged on what they do.

Involvement is a key to implementation. While it takes time; it is

important to keep those who wi ll have the responsibility for imple-

imentation aware of the research as it is in progress. Allow them to have
at-

input along the way. They may raise good questioTts that will be helpful

and come to think of the project as their own. .They will understand the

findings and desire to,implement them. The suggestions of these people

should be considered seriously, and if rejected, the reasons for the re-

p.
jection should be given.

13. SysteRatic communication about t he progress of the project keeps key
,

persons informed, allows them to have participation and keeps their

interest. Administrators tend to be turned off if they only hear of the

research project when it is in some kind of trouble.
4

14. The director should give full time to the work except for smallprojects.

1 A time schedule, if followed, forces the researcher to do the data gaf her-

ing and then proceed with analySis and interpretation. Several projects

spent too much.time on the data gathering stage.

.16. The type of packaging and dissemination of the final report has a great

15
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I 4
deal to do with its utilization. A-variety of methods andipproaches

helgsinsure propel' utilization, F.e. printed reports, use of visual

aids, workshops dealing with the subjects, having pratitioners help in

' suggesting recommendations.

The sources used in he preparation of this paper were many and'varied.
, _

The interviews conducted provided the notes for.most of the material. A

review of several books on research methodology confirEed -many of the ideaS

Nit were not particularly helpful in suggesting new ideas. .Discussing the

problems with colleagues gave added insights. Descriptions of the various

Urban Observatory Programs, mostly mimeographed form, were useful. The

following publications were the most pertinent and helpful:,

1. Glaser, EA., and Taylor,. S.H. "Factors influencing the Success

of Applied Research". .-Human-InteractionResearch:Institute

Los Angeles, California. 1969.

2 2. Heiss, F.W., "Urban Research and Urban Policy - Making - -An Urban

Observatory Perspective". Bureau of Governmental Research

and Service, University of Colorado,,,Boulder, Colorado, 1974.

3. Pendleton, W.C., "Urban Studies and the University--The Ford

'Foundation.Experience". A Ford Foundation Reprint, New York,

1974.

4. Pendleton, *.C., "UniVersity/City Reldtions Revisited". A Ford

Foundation Reprint, New York, 197S.

S. Williams, Lawrence A., "The Urban Observatory Program--a HUD- Funded

City-University Experiment that Works." National League of

Washington, D.C. '197'4.

There is a growing literature describing how sociologists are becoming involved

in the implementation of their insights and research. One of the better recent

books is--Putting Sociology to Work by Arthur B. Shostak: David McKay Company,,

Inc., New York. 1974
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